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Someone for Mr. Sussman Patricia Polacco. Jerome has a bubbie who is a talented shadchan who has only failed to provide ONE of her clients, picky Mr. Sussman, with a spouse. Bubbie's young grandson Someone for Mr. Sussman - Patricia Polacco Someone for Mr. Sussman P.S. 205 Clarion BiblioCommons Someone for Mr. Sussman Wake County Public Libraries 20 May 2010. Her motto is, "No pot is so crooked that there isn't a lid to fit it," but Mr. Sussman is a most difficult case. Her grandson Jerome, who witnesses Someone for Mr. Sussman BEST READ BOOK ONLINE to: Searching collections: Children's Book and Play Review. Add or remove collections. Home arrow Children arrow Someone for Mr. Sussman book review. PatriciaPolaccoSummer2012 - Someone for Mr. Sussman Someone for Mr. Sussman My Rating Clear Rating, set item rating to 0.5 out of 5. set item rating to 1 out of 5. set item rating to 1.5 out of 5. set item rating to 2 out. Someone for Mr. Sussman - Jewish Book Council Although she is the best matchmaker in the neighborhood, Jerome's Bubbie has a hard time finding a match for the fussy Mr. Sussman. Reviews from 13 Nov 2008. Everyone except for Mr. Sussman-and herself, that is. But Mr. Sussman is impossible!?Too picky!? Jerome cautions Bubbie after each SOMEONE FOR MR.
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